
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on eating out, with a focus on menu trends
•• Annual changes in consumers’ preferences when eating out or ordering

takeaway
•• Consumers’ perceptions of their ideal menu
•• Consumers’ behaviours when eating out or ordering takeaway.

Consumer demand for takeaway food has remained high despite the
reopening of sit-down restaurants. 62% of Britons ordered takeaway in the
three months to October 2021, with breakfast, brunch and lunch takeaway
occasions seeing growth in participation over the past year.

However, rising inflation, including the increased cost of restaurant/takeaway
food, will put pressure on household finances and will likely lead to some
consumers cutting back on using foodservice. Yet, many people are still
tempted out by an increasingly diverse and high quality dining scene, with on-
premise participation driven by consumers making intentional and mindful
choices about when they spend money on food outlets/restaurants, such as
celebrating a birthday. Therefore, a restaurant that emphasises a superior
quality and exclusivity in both the ingredients featured in its dishes and premium
front-of-house services will appeal to special occasion diners whilst offering
an acceptable reason to increase menu prices.

Younger workers have been more exposed to the impact of COVID-19 on jobs
by virtue of their greater propensity to work in retail, hospitality and leisure,
sectors that already tended to be lower-paid and less secure. Given that 16-24
year olds are far more likely than older consumers to eat in restaurants/outlets
(79%) and order takeaway/home delivery (89%), the foodservice market is
challenged to retain frequent usage among some of its most loyal customers.

We know that lower prices would encourage 16-24 year olds to eat more
plant-based fast food meals, as Generation Zers lead the charge for more
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affordable and sustainable meal solutions. As they also have an innate taste for
crispy foods (eg deep fried foods), brands that offer low-cost plant-based
fast foods will continue to appeal under-25s.
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Figure 9: Changes in eating out spending habits, 2021
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• Employment has held up better than expected
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• Consumers’ financial wellbeing has slipped from its recent

high point …
Figure 10: Household financial wellbeing index, 2016-2021

• … and concerns over inflation are coming to the fore
Figure 11: Consumer concerns about household finances, 2021
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Figure 12: Annual changes in dietary preferences, 2020-21
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Figure 13: Eating out behaviours towards meat-free dishes, by
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• Flexitarians focus on better meat
Figure 14: Eating out behaviours towards meat, by dietary
preferences, 2021

• Dairy appeals to flexitarians
Figure 15: Eating out behaviours towards dairy products, by
dietary preferences, 2021
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• Foodservice participation on a path to recovery
Figure 16: Annual changes in eating out participation,
2020-21
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Figure 17: Popular meal times for eating in, 2020-21

• Demand for takeaway services continues
Figure 18: Popular meal times for ordering takeaway, 2020-21
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Figure 19: Behaviours towards dinner, by working patterns,
2021

• Young consumers enjoy crispy textures
Figure 20: Interest in food preparation methods, 2021
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Figure 21: Consumers’ ideal restaurant/takeaway menu, 2021

• Stir-fries and stews too simple for younger consumers
• Parents are fired up for “eatertainment”
• Most people enjoy baked goods

Figure 22: Eating Out Behaviours – CHAID – Tree output, 2021
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• Younger diners look for a more tactile dining experience
Figure 24: Menu trends behaviours, 2021
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Figure 26: Menu Trends – CHAID – Table output, 2021
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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